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Richard Esmond started the meeting. 
 
There is now a shared link to the video on the Cancer Interoperability drive. This is the captured 
presentation that May and Mark did. This should also go on the CI website this week. Mark will 
double check on the public distribution prior to the postings.  
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B6NQrRuWFCvIb3QyaGlxTF9mVHM 
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qh5Ui6K3g3oIWpJ_gqXgjUT42dWaF_RH 
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1udcyippJ1774Q7Nv1Io4MaXMSBw4l-ia 
 
There are issues regarding segments and impressions. The reports need to be delivered that meets 
existing expectations of the community. Next Tuesday, there is a meeting of the community with 
issues and concerns. One concern is going to a new ballot of QI Core in September. QI Core is 
missing areas of data; then QI Core goes to FHIR as a resource. There is a lot of metadata, but how 
can it be made useful. The injection fraction as part of a LOINC panel should be available in a 
diagnostic report. What does this profile look like? Physical exam findings should also be in a vital 
signs report, as this is not lab or imaging. Breast radiology reporting for this cycle has profiles that is 
out in 1500 sites. There are reports in the various data bases on the various sites. PenRad can use 
that information as real world FHIR profiles. The echo is a good example of how to use the 
injection fraction. The example on the FHIR Radiology report has no examples and does not seem 
helpful. Going to the LOINC site, shows a panel of examples and gives a direction for mapping. It 
seems like clinicians must reenter data, thus duplicating information. The radiology has a set of 
binary codes, but it does not seem to be in a clinically receptive form. PenRad does have a way to 
provide the human readable text as well as imbedded fields using JASON data. It may make sense to 
show a FHIR example. Does the example align with the reports that are required? Is the use case 
validated by the diagnostic reports? ACR could create a LOINC code and have each be its own 
panel. In FHIR, all the vital signs can be listed as individual observations. How can you access a 
report that includes everything? US Core has a Vital signs profile. It indicated that there is a panel, 
but there is not example of giving them together. Items can be combined as an IG into a more show 
me sort of data. The structure information in a JASON file should be in line and imbedded. The 2D 
echo does follow the LOINC code and goes to observations that would be reflected in the 
spreadsheet.  
 
The joint commission has two measures they would like to express. One is the administration of 
biological product in FHIR. There is a SNOMED code for blood, as an example. One solution is to 
work with ONO for a biological registration. The other is to create their own, but this is a different 
path. A newborn should have a nutrition order for breastmilk. The information should include an 
intake and output.  The extensions seems to create disparity. The extensions in FHIR are vastly 
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different that the SOLAR extensions. A profile could have extensions, but also needs constraints. A 
profile could be used in a standard manner. The amounts of a transfusion are another example.  
 
The order and information in the diagnostic report must be translated and available downstream. 
Vitals can be grouped, rather than be individual. Measures are not detailed, such as a blood pressure 
taken left or right arm. The CBC has components that could be there. These were modeled as 
observations that were part of a panel. This is part of mCODE. There are limits of reports that 
cannot be part of other diagnostic reports.  
 
http://standardhealthrecord.org/guides/mcode/ 
 
The design of FHIR is to have profiles, not necessarily base resource. FHIR does have extensions. 
MCODE is the context of a cancer patient.  
 
There are several models available. How does one determine the best choice? There are cases that 
use LOINC. Validation can be done through FHIR. OB uses CBC panels and are not in SNOMED. 
Use cases should be created to test the methodology. A standard way to find these unique 
characteristics.  
 
Would Mitre be willing to share some items that would help forward the standardization? There is 
currently not anything, but it is a good idea for future IG. The current state is that FHIR resources 
are available, but few have started putting the examples together. The CBC has several different 
LOINC codes that will have to come back in an EHR.  
 
Only eligible hospital labs are required to have standard terminology (LOINC or SNOMED) 
through HL7. The near term is to take the value set mapping. Hospitals and labs need to apply to be 
a part of the standard. Nathan at Intermountain and CIMI has addressed some of the questions 
currently being discussed. This does deal with quantitative laboratory and will expand the scope in 
the future.  

http://standardhealthrecord.org/guides/mcode/

